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Easter Eggstravaganza Mad Libs
An oversize edition of the best-selling Easter-themed Mad Libs that will have everyone hopping with laughter! Get ready, the
Easter NOUN is coming to town! These 21 Easter-themed stories are now available in a large, gifty version perfect for baskets.
The larger size also makes writing, playing, and sharing with friends a real (Easter) treat! It even includes a sheet of themed
stickers.
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Easter Eggstravaganza Mad LibsPenguin
Easter Eggstravaganza Mad Libs features 21 original stories all about celebrating Easter This book makes the perfect addition to
any Easter basket.

On a wintry morning at the close of 1690, the sun shining faint and red through a light fog, there was a great noise of baying dogs, loud
voices, and trampling of horses in the courtyard at Wildairs Hall; Sir Jeoffry being about to go forth a-hunting, and being a man with a choleric
temper and big, loud voice, and given to oaths and noise even when in good-humour, his riding forth with his friends at any time was attended
with boisterous commotion. This morning it was more so than usual, for he had guests with him who had come to his house the day before,
and had supped late and drunk deeply, whereby the day found them, some with headaches, some with a nausea at their stomachs, and
some only in an evil humour which made them curse at their horses when they were restless, and break into loud surly laughs when a coarse
joke was made. There were many such jokes, Sir Jeoffry and his boon companions being renowned throughout the county for the freedom of
their conversation as for the scandal of their pastimes, and this day 'twas well indeed, as their loud- voiced, oath-besprinkled jests rang out on
the cold air, that there were no ladies about to ride forth with them. 'Twas Sir Jeoffry who was louder than any other, he having drunk even
deeper than the rest, and though 'twas his boast that he could carry a bottle more than any man, and see all his guests under the table, his
last night's bout had left him in ill-humour and boisterous. He strode about, casting oaths at the dogs and rating the servants, and when he
mounted his big black horse 'twas amid such a clamour of voices and baying hounds that the place was like Pandemonium.
Simplified Chinese edition of Play with Me
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Traditional Chinese edition of The Good Egg Presents: The Great Eggscape!
Madeline, smallest and naughtiest of the twelve little charges of Miss Clavel, wakes up one night with an attack of appendicitis.
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Traditional Chinese edition of Chiisana osama (Little King). A small King lives in a huge castle with a huge horse, a huge dinning
table and a huge bed. But he is very lonely. One day he married a beautiful princess and he is not lonely any more. The story
conveys the importance of a "family." The book is the 2011 Sankei Children's literature award winner. The author Miura Tarou is a
renowned children's picture book writer and illustrator. In Traditional Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
This compilation of how-to ideas comes from the best-selling Ideas Library is full of youth group holiday fun is sure to enliven all
seasons.
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Mouse is on stage! A picture book that makes people feel warm from the bottom of my heart. The big balloon is filled with my
thoughts. Little Mouse gave a big balloon to Little Mouse, saying: Happy birthday! This balloon represents my heart! Wow! The gift
from Little Mouse is great & big! Huh? But how is it getting smaller and smaller...Wow! It has horns! It turned out that there was a
letter in the big balloon, which read: Sister Mouse, I want to be with you forever! Sincerely, Brother Mouse
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In 1915, a promising young baseball player from Waynesboro, Va. traded in the prospect of a major league career for a
life of medical missions in China. The soon-to-be doctor, Lemuel Nelson Bell (July 30, 1894 - August 2, 1973), felt the
urgency of God's call and embarked on a 25-year adventure among foreigner-fearing Chinese peasants, bandits, and
nobility. His selfless work and compassion quickly moved him from yang gui-zi ("foreign devil") to Zhong Ai Hua ("the Bell
who is lover of the Chinese people") in the eyes of those he served. The remarkable story of Ruth Bell Graham's father
will grip your heart and inspire trust in the God who is always faithful to those who trust in Him. Discover how this humble
servant inspired and blessed so many - including his son-in-law, evangelist Billy Graham - through his wisdom and
courageous faith. " " "
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